AGC CHEMICALS AMERICAS, INC.
55 E. Uwchlan Avenue, Suite 201
Exton, PA 19341
Phone: (610) 423-4300
Fax: (610) 423-4301
http://www.agcchem.com

July 18, 2013

Dear Valued Customer,
Date of Manufacture & Shelf Life of PTFE Granular and PTFE Micropowders
The date of manufacture of Fluon® PTFE Granular (G) and PTFE Micropowders can typically be determined from
the lot number itself:
Example: YMM#####
YMM = three digits provide year and month of manufacturing where:
Y = one-digit year of manufacture
MM = two-digit month of manufacture
Note: ##### = others numbers pertaining to grade, process or lot sequence
Therefore, for example, Lot number “303J389K” would have been produced in March, 2013.
These materials can take a week or longer to be produced after the initial polymerization, so there is no exact “date”
and only the month and year can be provided.
As for the Shelf Life Limit of these products, basically it is “Indefinite” (none) under normal storage conditions.
This is because they are a unique and high end type of plastic.
If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact me at (610) 423-8112. Thank you for your
business, and we look forward to continue working with you as one of our important customers.
Sincerely,

Jonathan C. Clapp
Fluoropolymers Business Manager

Fluon® is a registered trademark of Asahi Glass Company, LTD.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The information provided herein is related only to the specific product designated and
may not be applicable where such product is used in combination with any other
materials or in any process. NO REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTIES, EITHER
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR OF ANY OTHER NATURE, ARE MADE
HEREUNDER. The user of this product has the sole responsibility to determine the
suitability of the product for any use and manner of use intended.

The information and recommendations in this document are, to the best
of our knowledge, reliable. Suggestions made concerning uses or
applications are only the opinion of AGC Chemicals America, Inc. and
users should make their own tests to determine the suitability of these
products for their own particular purposes.
Statements herein,
therefore, should not be construed as representations or warranties.

